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Across
1 Dopey throws back
one old penny (6)
5 Violent row about
British pig (4,4)
9 Reserve suit for
Noddy Holder? (8)
10 Head out of
amusement park?
Just the opposite
(6)
11 With ease, messed
around oil producer
(6,4)
12 Regularly repairing
net (4)
13 Look at edges of
piebald weaving
pattern (5,3)
16 Religious lessons
taking place next to
church's small
alcove (6)
17 Remnant of bad
wound (6)
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19 Grooming product
does not begin to
conceal defects in
image (8)
21 Eye part of divine
female (4)
22 Outspokenly
referring to
member of One
Direction believing
that everything is
meaningless? (10)
25 Movement in Post
Office branch (3,3)
26 Free love a sin in
European country
(8)
27 Everybody stop! I
am showcasing a
frightening place
(8)
28 Ill-will embodies
Republican spirit
(6)

Down
2 Collection of
treasures
disintegrating over
time (5)
3 Real pressure for
Switzerland in
period of game (5)
4 Suppressed Earl,
third in line, thrown
out in impasse (4,3)
5 Upon which
occasion is wife on
heat about to be
restrained? (7)
6 Make a gross
mistake removing
top and taking a
wash (7)
7 Batter fish, apart
from the tail, in fast
food outlet? (6,3)
8 They're potential
victims of a sting,
as it's a rip-off? (9)
14 Provide
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Conservative a bit
of service (9)
Stops using
prostitute to get
going (4-5)
Bowl spinner in
sleeveless shirt
(4,3)
Mishap has Ian's
contents in disorder
(7)
King of kids' TV
initially needing
some deodorants
(4-3)
Besmirch brand
admitting scam,
finally (5)
It is out of five
hundred and ten he's likely to score
zero (5)

